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TWITTER  https://twitter.com/TheParsiTimes FaceBook Like: Parsi Times

Dear Readers,
From day 1, ours has been a publication fearless enough to be unbiased and 
motivated to make the Community a cleaner, safer, and prouder one. 
It takes a lot in this over-diplomatic and under-rug-swept environment we 
were born into, to be the way we are at Parsi Times. For us there is no ‘side’ 
but good, no winner but the best, and no judgement till proven guilty… Facts 
are facts, mistakes are mistakes, and lies are lies. We are a publication that 

caters to service to the Community, and our duty is to serve knowledge and information. 

organisations committed to cover-up games and celebration of the ‘sethia’ attitude. The 
organisations are dying out as they refuse to let go of their ‘idol worship’ ways and focus instead 

need, they have to swim in the mucky waters of ‘who did what to whom’ each week. Within 
Baugs, within boardrooms, and everywhere else, we are playing games of one-upmanship. 
Of course, it goes without saying that there are always the ‘good guys’ - the organisations and 
the people who don’t focus on the laurels and instead work day and night in strategic ways to 
take the Community ahead. 
This week’s issue covers the lot. The good, the bad, and the ugly of the Community. We hope you 
seek out the best and make the most valid choices for our future generations.
Freyan.

POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! Please Note: The opinions expressed in ‘Letters to the Editor’ are those of Readers and contributors and do not necessarily express the opinion of our Publication. 

requested to contact the individual authors if his/ her details are mentioned.

Dear Editor,
I am a regular reader of Parsi 

Times since its inception. Your 
article on Sir J. J. School Alumni 
kindled fresh memories of my 
association with The Sir J. J. 
Fort Boys School and Sir J. J. P. 
B. Institution. I am at present 80 
years old, and I am more than an 
alumnus – I am a part and parcel 
of the august Institution. I joined 
the Fort Boys School in Std. 1 
when I was 6 years old while 
staying at our ancestral house at 
Kalyan. I used to come to School 
after a one and a half hour train 
journey during my entire school 
life, till I passed my SSC (Std. XI) 
in 1951 from this School.

Being one of the top students, 
I was given full scholarship of 
college fees, etc. for studies at 
Sydenham College of Commerce, 
which was a top Commerce 
college at that time. After 
pursuing my studies at Sydenham 
College in 1955, I was offered the 
job of Accountant at the Sir J. J. 

all accounts were in Gujarati 
Namu system. I converted all 
accounts into the English system 
of Accounting.

In the meantime, I completed 
my further studies and passed 
M.Com. from Sydenham College.

On the demise of our 
Secretary, Mr. B. J. Anklesaria, I 
was appointed Accountant-cum-
Executive Secretary, the post I 
held till my retirement at the age 
of 65. Then I was offered the post 
of Chief Executive (Executive 
Secretary) at the Zoroastrian 
Radih Society, and was offered a 

which was constructed by them, 
and which is where I stay at 
present. 

Also, in the meantime, when 
I was doing the job at Sir J. J. P. 
B. Institution, I was appointed 
Lecturer-In-Charge at the Sir J. 
J. College of Commerce (again 
another J. J.), where I held the 
post for nearly 50 years.

Thus, I am associated with 
the illustrious Sir Jamsetjee 
Jeejeebhoy from my childhood 
till this day.

Having read your account 
on the J. J. Alumni function, I 
thought you might be interested 
in my unique contribution and 
association with the Institute.
Regards,
Khurshed D. Shroff.

Dear Editor,                                                                                             
‘Calling All Scouting 

Enthusiasts!’ (P.T. - June 07) 
coloured my train of thoughts 
with nostalgia and took me down 
memory lane to my days as a Girl 
Guide in 1976.                  

I remember the lyrics of the 
song that our Girl Guides’ Group, 
led by one of our favourite 
teachers, Zalita D’Sa, (at the 
Convent of Jesus and Mary) was 
taught:                                       
Baden Powell had a jolly good 
time, {3}
Teaching Boy Scouts all the time;

When the boys began to hike, {3}
Their sisters wished to do the 
like;
On Crystal Palace Rally Day,
They followed their brothers, 
trim and gay;
Baden Powell asked ‘Who Are 
You?’ 
They said ‘We Are Girl Scouts, 
too!’ 
Baden Powell had to bow his 
head,
They were by Agnes Powell led; 
So, now we have the Guiding 
Game,
Long Live, Long Live Powells’ 
Name.

I am sure that the Girl Guides’ 
Group must be active in some 
schools in Bombay City. 
Perrvyyn R. Kavrana.

Dear Editor, 
I refer to the open letter 

written by Mr. Jal S. Desai of 
Cusrow Baug to Mr. Nusli Wadia 
in your issue of 31st May 2014, 
espousing the cause of the 
Wadias to take back the Baugs, 
which were handed over to 
the Community by their own 
ancestors years ago and which 
have been very ably managed all 
along by our Trustees of the BPP; 
and to say the least, I am shocked 
and concerned to learn what 
levels our Community members 
stoop to to try and score some 
brownie points with the so called 
‘powers that be.’ 

While I am not capable of 
addressing the issue of legality 
of this matter, all I can say is 
that even the very thought of a 
descendant of a donor, who has 
bequeathed a property to the 
Community for the common good, 
now trying to wrest back control 
sends shudders down the spines 
of most of us, more so when it 

is common knowledge that the 
Wadias are openly in the business 
of property development and 
would leave no stone unturned to 
exploit these precious properties 
meant for the good of the 
Community for their personal 
wealth and good. 

If it was indeed the belief 
of Lady Jerbai Wadia that the 
Baugs should be managed only 
by her family members, she 
would have never founded her 
Trust and said so categorically 
in her Will as well as Trust Deed 
that the Baugs would be handed 
over lock, stock, and barrel to 
the BPP, who would henceforth 

our Parsi Zoroastrian Community 
on her and her son’s demise. 
Accordingly, all the necessary 
paperwork was completed and 
the Baugs transferred to the 
permanent ownership, care, and 
management of the BPP. This, 
I believe has been the stated 
position for years. 

It would also not be out of 
place to mention that being a 
very staunch Parsi Zoroastrian 
lady, Lady Jerbai Wadia had 
insisted on a Parsi only covenant 
and was known to have been very 
upset that one of her own son’s 
converted to Christianity, much 
against her wishes. 

What is also of great 
importance is the fact that 
the prime mover of this whole 
business of handing back the 
Baugs from the BPP to the family 
of the original donors, completely 
against the Will, Trust Deed, and 
documentation is none other than 
Mr. Nusli Wadia, grandson of the 
late Mohammed Ali Jinna, the 
founder of Pakistan; and someone 
who with these credentials is 
very likely to tilt towards opening 
up our Baugs – before or after 
commercial exploitation by him 
and his group – to non-Parsis, 

and creating untold suffering 
and misery for us, just as his 
grandfather had done during the 
partition period. 

Of equal importance is the fact 
that as of today, besides merely 
being a member of an informal 
committee called the ‘Wadia 
Committee of Management,’ Mr. 
Nusli Wadia has no genuine role 
to play, and in fact we have heard 
of innumerable instances of their 
harassing poor and hapless Parsis 
whose matters are somehow 
put before this Committee 
which masquerades as the ‘all 
powerful decision making body.’ 
It is really sad that in spite of 
knowing the true position, our 
elected Trustees, whose only 
loyalty should be towards us 

‘sethia attitude’ of the Wadia 
Committee, and in the bargain, 
poor tenants are treated like 

I must state that, as 
mentioned by Parsi Times, this 
time around our Trustees have 
stood their ground and have 
refused to cow down to those all-
powerful Wadias in handing back 
the Baugs to them solely at their 
whims and fancies. 

Even if one considers the 
recent controversy covering a 
member of the Wadia family and 
their acrimonious interactions 
with some of our elected Trustees, 
our Community members would 
be best advised to continue to 
enjoy the privilege of living in 
Baugs and not invite trouble in 
any way by even suggesting that 
the Wadias be permitted to play 
a bigger role, leave alone taking 
back the Baugs. It would also be 
time that our Trustees muster 
enough courage and disband the 
Wadia Committee, whose only 
role is to browbeat poor tenants 

Contd. on Pg. 04

NOTICES
Rahunae Mazda Sabha Religious Lecture

The Rahunae Mazda Sabha Jashan on Behram Roj will take 
place at 5 pm on Thursday, the 3rd of July 2014, at the Karani 
Agiary. After the Jashan Ceremony, a lecture by Dr. Ervad 
Ramiyar Karanjia on ‘The Story of Evolution in Thirty Roj 
Names’ will commence at 6.15 pm. All are cordially invited 
to attend the same.

The Seth Banaji Limji Agiary, Fort, celebrates its Salgreh on 
the English date of Roj Din Mah Bahman, 7th of July 2014. On 
behalf of the Trustees, there will be a Macchi in the Havan 
Geh at 6.45 am, following which there will be a Jashan at 10 
am. All Humdins are invited.

Salgreh of the Seth Banaji Limji Agiary

181st Salgreh of Muncherji Jamshetji Wadia Agiary
The Muncherji Jamshetji Wadia Agiary, Lalbaug, is celebrating 
its 181st Anniversary on Roj Behram Mah Bahman, Y.Z. 1383, 
on Thursday, 3rd July 2014. The Jashan will be performed at 
10.30 am and the Aiwisruthrem Gah Macchi at 7.30 pm. All 
are cordially invited.
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Lecture at K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute

The Zoroastrian Co-
operative Bank 
Limited, ever alive to its 

Corporate Social Obligation 
towards the Community, 
as part of its endeavours, 
has now embarked upon 
conducting medical camps 
and other social ventures in its 
aim to repay the Community 
for its patronage and loyalty 
extended to the Bank. 
Presently under its 
association with ‘My Dentist’ 
– an Organisation rendering 
services towards dental care 
– Zoroastrian Bank shall be 
deputing its personnel to 
visit various Parsi Baugs, 
Colonies, and other pockets 
of Community concentrations, 

whereat free dental check-
ups would be meted out to 
both the residents and non-
residents.  

Together with its objective 
of its social commitment at the 
camps, the Bank would also 
offer banking services like 
opening of accounts under its 
various schemes, accepting 
application for loans under its 
assorted bouquet of products, 
and also offering drop box 
facilities for cheque collection 
at the centres. 

For the young generation 
whom the Bank considers its 
vital prospective clientele, 
it will distribute free gifts.  
Children above the age of 
ten can now open accounts 

with Zoroastrian Bank, with 
attractive facilities like cheque 
drawing arrangement, ATM 
cards operations, and other 
ancillary services. 

been successfully held on 
Saturday, the 21st of June 
2014, at the BPP Colony at 
Nirlon – Goregaon, where 
a considerable number of 
residents took advantage of 
the services. 

The Bank takes pleasure 
in inviting the residents of 
all colonies as also of the 
neighbouring areas to take full 
advantage of the same and 
also offer their patronage to 
the Bank.

By P.T. Contributor Noshir G. Paghdiwalla, GM & COO, Zoroastrian Bank

The young and talented 
Russi Boyce, son of 
Shernaz and Bomi 

Boyce, and younger brother 
of Viraf, achieved laurels at 
a very young age. He works 
for Auto Hangar Ind Pvt. 
Ltd. (Dealers for Mercedes-
Benz) and is the winner 
of the Mercedes-Benz 
Techmasters India 2014 held 
recently at Chakan, Pune. 
He was declared the Best 

Service Advisor in India. 
Russi will be representing 
India globally at Stuttgart, 
Germany, in November 
2014.

Russi is the only Parsi 
Zoroastrian and the 
youngest (22 years) till 
date to achieve this award 
in the history of Mercedes-
Benz. There were around 
600 entries all over India, 
out of which, through an 
online exam, only the top 
10 were selected and were 
then called to the Pune 
plant for the competition. 
The competition was held 

between the 2nd and 4th 

days were the exams, and 
the results were declared on 
the third day followed by a 
dinner.

Russi feels proud 
and was most chuffed at 
receiving the award from 
Mr. Eberhard Kern, CEO of 
Mercedes-Benz India.

Russi’s parents are all 
praise for him. The Company 
and the Community are 
proud of his achievements. 
And on the behalf of P.T., 
way to go Russi, keep up the 
excellent work!    

Young Achiever Russi Boyce 

ZOROASTRIAN BANK
DENTAL CAMP 

WEEKEND

Saturday, 28th June 
Sir Cowasji Readymoney 

Recreation Center 
(Tata Colony) and 

Gamadia Colony Library 
(Tardeo) 

Between 4 pm and 7 pm

Sunday, 29th June 
J. B. Vachha High School 

Dadar Parsi Colony
Between 10 am and 1 pm
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into saying that these elite Baugs 
are not meant for the common 
man. 
Mr. Behram Irani.

Dear Editor,
Week after week the 

Community is reading episodes 
of cantankerousness among 
BPP Trustees; not only in the 
Community Press but also in the 
national dailies. Reading the 
sordid dramas in national dailies 
– more particularly under the 
banner of sponsored advertorials 
in a national daily – is most 
disgusting. The reason why such 
advertorials are resorted to is 
clear, in that nobody can claim 
right to refute or criticise in the 
same paper! Earlier, the same 
group of persons claimed that 
the other Community Weekly 
was having an Editor controlled 
by ‘Reformists.’ This is not so 
since over the past six years. So 

such sitting Trustees to air their 
‘grievances’ in advertorials in a 
national daily? Is that not washing 
dirty linen in public? Such 
advertorials provide readymade 
fodder for sister Communities to 
mock our entire Community as if 
we all were related to Mr. Bean.

I have no love lost for any 
Trustee or their senior or junior 
executives. But what causes 
consternation is the attempt of 
some sitting Trustees who want to 
portray and pretend that they are 
‘transparent’ but unable to work 
because of one single individual.

Is it not a fact that some 
time back all the Trustees jointly 
opposed special audit of BPP 
accounts for the last ten years 
terming it wasteful expenditure? 

The outcome of such a special 
audit would have resulted in two 
possibilities – that everything 
was above board and the 
Trustees past and present had 
not done any wrong, and in the 
alternate, some skeletons would 
have tumbled out of the closet. 
If spending over Rupees three 
crores on the banned priest case 
could be within the means of 
BPP, what about a few lakhs for 
establishing accountability and 
transparency?

In 2008, some candidates 
who are now sitting Trustees had 
promised that once elected that 
they would furnish full details of 
their assets to the Community. 
Though they got elected, but 
thereafter they assume that the 
Community can be made to forget 
their promise since the majority 
of the Community consists of 
senior citizens. 

Will these Trustees be 
prepared to make public their tax 
returns for last six years while 
seeking re-election?

What the Community thought 
was that those elected would 
render services as Trustees, as a 
team, in a professional manner. 
In fact, in 2008, before the polls 
itself, some of them had taken 
pains to project their opponents 
as busy body professionals who 
would not be able to spare 
time for affairs of the Trust/
Community. To an extent, that 
was factually correct and such 
professional individuals either 
withdrew or lost. But what we 
hear now is female employees 

till two hours after closing of 

Trustee has to reach the BPP 

on payment cheques.  Just like 
their Executives, the Trustees 
too are meant to SERVE the 
Community and not behave like 
lords and masters. They are doing 
no favours to the Community by 
warming the chairs in the Board 
Room or signing cheques.

Non-performance cannot 
be just attributed to internal 
differences. The Community does 
not expect transparency and 
accountability in the form of a 
glossy ‘review.’ The Community 
can even be kept informed by way 
of press releases accompanied by 

But there has to be genuine 
intent to be open about the 
affairs. Insofar as mediation in 
the banned priests’ matter, the 
Community was told that it was 

Should not the Community be 
apprised about why a reputed 
mediator could not bring the 
parties to a settlement after 
nearly 3 years of mediation 
efforts? Mediation is now a closed 
subject. What is the reason for 
such ‘secrecy?’ Is there something 
to conceal from the average 
member of the Community? 

There are several other 
questions about the working of 
the BPP for which the Trustees 
owe answers to the Community. 
For instance, is it within the 
objects of the BPP Trust to 
construct luxury housing for 

at Panthaky Colony to be allotted 
to a staff member or his daughter 
that is the cause of internal 

can ‘convince’ a few, but not 
many. 

The time for reckoning is fast 

approaching in about 16 months, 
and the gambit of religion in 
danger will not work once more, 
because at no point of time in 
the history of the Community was 
the religion in greater jeopardy 
as in the last six years. During 
last six years, neither have 
inter-communal marriages gone 
down nor thorny issues settled. 
How then has the religion 
been ‘SAVED?’ Rather trivial 
controversies have been created, 
perhaps to divert attention from 
non-performance.

Lastly, there is every reason 
necessitating amendment to the 
election scheme, to reduce the 

years with the right to recall by 
the electorate.
P. J. Dubash.

Respected Madam,
RE: Letters to the Editor 

Column of Parsi Times dated 14-
06-2014 and 21-06-2014. This has 
reference to the two Articles (a) 
“Time for BPP to set its House in 
Order Para” (4) and (b) “What’s 
Wrong with the BPP” appeared 
in the Issue of Parsi Times on 
14-06-2014 and 21-06-2014, 
respectively.

Mr. Arzan Ghadially has written 
in the paper but on previous 
occasions also, he has written 
articles without going through 
the root cause of the same. Until 
now, I had kept myself aloof from 
answering his allegations after 
allegations but now he has gone 
beyond limits and has roped in 
my family members as well.

Mr. Ghadially should be 
aware of the fact that it is a 

well established practice in any 
Organization/ Institution that 
whenever the 1st person goes 
on leave or is not available; the 
2nd senior most looks after duties 
allotted by the Institution. But, 
after the Late C.E.O. Mr. Mehli P. 
Colah’s untimely demise, the day 
to day functions of the BPP are 
being looked after by the Senior 
Executives and Chief Accountant, 
till such time, a new incumbent 
is appointed as C.E.O. and takes 
over.

As regards, the allegations of 
Mr. Ghadially that my sister is a 
broker and has access and keys to 

she was a small broker helping 
her colleague in arranging buyer 
with the seller, not pertaining to 

other business is a profession. As 
regards her access and keys to the 

BPP do not entertain any broker, 
leave aside handing over of the 

are motivated to tarnish my 
unblemished image of 55 years of 
combined services that I have put 
in. Mr. Ghadially has exaggerated 
on the issue.

Please note that, I have 
never ever beg to the Trustees as 
alleged by your correspondent / 
yourself in the Article.

It is reported that any Item 
that the other Trustees write to 
be added to the Agenda on top 
but never reaches discussion 
points as the same are not 
written on the top. This is not 
correct. On the day the Item is 
sent by any Trustee, it is taken 

not reach in that Meeting then, 
it is carried forward to the next 
Meeting when due to new Items 

Contd. from Pg. 02
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coming up the next week it does not get written on 
the top. The Trustees instead of going as per Agenda 
are forced to entertain various visitors many of who 
come in without appointment due to which the 
Agenda remains uncleared.

As such, to malign the name of Mr. Pheroze 
Patel, is not understandable and is out of context. 
In fact, this is known to all the Trustees. Many times, 
the Agenda Items are sent in the morning of Tuesday, 
when the Agenda is to be completed and sent to all 
the Trustees by 12 Noon.

During the lifetime of Late C.E.O., Mr. Mehli 
P. Colah, the Minutes were written by him and the 

during his sickness and, after his demise, it is only 
recently that suddenly some of the Trustees feel that 
the Minutes are not written properly, and Minutes 

also reported the same without verifying the facts.
It is reported by you, that my daughter was not 

H. Desai, being the main objector. I can only state 
that the circumstances under which my daughter 

Firstly, she had applied on the grounds of marriage 

family problems and congestion, she was not in a 
position to stay in her In-laws house.

for accommodation, she was not fortunate to have 

got accommodation. My daughter’s application of 

staying in the ivory towers will not understand the 
pangs of agony of my daughter, but we as parents 

has also mentioned the case of my daughter without 
knowing the true facts of the case, which had 
appeared in your Issue of 14-06-2014.

tolerance, and since they have roped in my daughter 
and family, I had decided to give my response to 
make the matter clear and to avoid further damage 
to my unblemished career of 54 years.

If I wanted to take undue advantage of my 
position, I could have done it long back and not kept 
my daughter without any accommodation.

very graciously and temporarily accommodated 

known the full facts of my daughter’s case, he 
would not have ventured to write any and all such 

in my family only and not others? I have never 
dragged his family members in any of my responsive  
letters.

H. Desai, neither to anyone of them, nor to anyone 
with whom I have worked with. My conscience is 
clear and, therefore, I am able to survive despite 
taunting remarks, abusive words and language being 
used against me.

chose to make such remarks like “shamelessly 
collect their salary”. This does not speak good for 

remarks for his senior most staff, he actually gets 
his reputation southward.

and congestion felt we were allotted a 3 Rooms + 

With advancement of my age, coupled with 

case for an exchange of existing 3 Rooms + Kitchen 

Doctors and medical aid is available. In asking for 

goes on writing about it again and again. I know my 
limitations, I know my responsibilities and, I have 
never manipulated anything.

Meeting every Tuesday is not 
the only Item being repeated, 
Tuesdays after Tuesdays. There are 
several Items pertaining to various 
departments which are also being 
repeated and the Trustees are 
aware of it. No one gets pleasure 
in repeating the Items at every 

deserving or otherwise rests with 
the Trustees and not with Mr. 
Pheroze Patel, which Mr. Arzan 

prerogative of the Trustees and 
not mine! Rejection of candidates 
who had applied for the post of 
C.E.O. is again the prerogative 
and right of the Trustees.

I repeat, I would not have 
ventured to pen down my 
response through your Column, 

exceeded his limits and went 
on alleging accusations after 
accusations against my daughter 
and my family members which, I 
cannot allow to happen.

silence till now as our submissive 
consent to all the nonsense that 
he has written. Wise Counsel 
should prevail on him and, he 
look after his own family and not 
interfere with the Administrative 

Thanking you,

Pheroze D. Patel.

In the interest of complete transparency 
it is relevant for P.T. to point out that Mr. 

of the critical issues we raised. 

the following issues, which we are happy to 
print in our spirit of unbiased inclusion. 

Mr. Patel...

1) Did you submit your resignation in March 
and is it true that Dinshaw Mehta did not 
inform the other Trustees nor put it up 

2) Is it true that the other Trustees of the 

relieve you of your duties?

congestion and expansion of family. Can 
you deny the rumour that you received a 
certain amount of money for vacating the 

4) Can you please clarify that in your letter 

June) you mention that in the event 
that you developed heart problems due 
to the strain put on you, your wife and 
daughter have been instructed by you to 

The P.T. Edit Team.
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P.T.: How long have you been involved with the WZCC Pune Chapter? What 
motivated you to join? 
Maharukh: Nearly 4 years now. I basically liked the concept of networking, 
mentoring, and fostering the spirit of entrepreneurship. I’m all for giving a 
Zarathusti priority – if all other parameters are equal. Being a bawaji only opens 

align with mine, so we’re a match!
P.T.: Tell us more about the WZCC Youth Programme… 
Maharukh:

This Training Programme has been aptly called ‘Effective 

the participants realise that while math calculations and even 

however technologically savvy – can replace good human 
interactions and communications.

signals, and dynamic inter-personal intelligence are not things 
that one is born with. These are skills to be developed, honed, 

LAMDA, UK’s oldest Drama School, has sponsored the 
Training, and Extentia Technological Solutions is extending admin 
and logistic support. LAMDA Exams are conducted globally, and cover 

Both trainers, too, are forces to reckon with in the professional world. The 
Programme’s looking to rock the youth with fun and learning! 
P.T.: What is your take on the Zoroastrian youth of Pune? What separates them 
from the youth of Mumbai and other parts of the country? 
Maharukh: The youth of Pune is no different from the youth of any other part 

reasons, but at heart, Pune’s youth wants the same thing every other age-mate of 
his/her wants – a well-paying, comfortable job, some professional independence 
and creativity, weekends off, and a really nice lifestyle. 

that the newer generations are more and more aware of their roles, responsibilities, 
and our expectations of them. Our youth have so much information and so many 
more career options that it’s easy for us to imagine that they’re confused. On the 
contrary, I believe that they spend far more time thinking about their future and 
planning for it than the last 3 generations ever did. 
P.T.: According to you, what are the skills and tools required for our youth to 
succeed? 
Maharukh: The ability to unlearn and re-learn, and to communicate that learning 
effectively in a highly competitive and challenging environment. Suddenly, 
the youth are facing a world of jobs where Skype, web conferencing, face-time, 
and other such technological advances are a way of life. They have to think fast, 
communicate effectively, unlearn redundant skills, and upgrade overnight. In the 
science world, what I learn in FY is obsolete by the time I reach TY – what a 
nightmare!  

P.T.: Do we have any 
strong differentiating 
factors as a 
Community? 
Maharukh:
speak English fairly 

decently – that’s 
probably what makes 

us more employable, at 

stage. But then what?
P.T.: You are a dominating 

presence in the Pune Dramatics 
Scene. Do you recommend Effective 

Speech and Drama Training for general 
improvement in life skills? 
Maharukh: Yes! My Organisation, 
Expressions Unlimited!, is dedicated 
to making every Indian a force to be 
reckoned with on the global scenario. 
I’m arrogant enough to publicly declare 
that my subject is perhaps even more 
important than Math or Science. Think 
about it – my cell phone can give me 
mathematical calculations, critical 

– but that very same phone can’t rescue 
me when I’m tongue-tied in a business 
meeting, board-room presentation, or 
department dinner.
Every child must have a robust 
exposure to Speech, Drama, and 

Parents owe that to their kids in 
this fast-moving, tech-savvy 
digital world.
Unfortunately, a college 
degree just equips us for our 

Speech, Drama, and 

our youth with life skills that 
equip them for a lifetime in any 
job.
P.T.: Is there any particular 
programme or initiative of the 
WZCC Pune Chapter Youth Programme 
that you thought was highly effective? 
Maharukh: I’m talking about the most recent and p r o b a b l y 
most relevant one, aren’t I? 
P.T.: Tell us a little bit about your background… Your family, your business, 
etc. 
Maharukh: I’m a 100% Pune-ite from a reasonably well-to-do family. Both my 
parents worked to give my brother and I a good education. I’m married to a great 
guy, live in an amazing joint family, have two lovely teenagers – so I’m your all-

About Expressions Unlimited!
Expressions Unlimited! is a premier 

-

-

-

-
-
-

-

-
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in-all privileged gal. 
I started running Speech and Drama classes way 
back in 1987 when I was fresh out of school myself. 
And besides a 5-year sabbatical (ostensibly to 
breed and thereby strengthen our Community’s 
dwindling population), I’ve worked ever since. 

Expressions Unlimited! is a dream, a vision, 
and a mission all rolled into one. I’ve never really 
viewed it as a ‘business’ – it’s a passion. 

About 10 years ago, I began a very serious 

professional mentoring, so that by the time the 

like me taking the work forward. :-)   
P.T.: How has being a part of the WZCC helped you grow your business? 
Maharukh:Being a part of WZCC helps me to keep reminding myself that one 
must look at the professional and business angles of every venture, however 

I meet very interesting people from different walks of life and am always both 
pleasantly surprised and humbled by how freely they share their experiences, 
expertise, time, and resources.

Some really nice corporate work has also come my way. 
P.T.: What part of the 10-year celebration do you most look forward to? 
Maharukh: Every part! Each element of the day has been carefully planned and 
chalked out to cater to every aspect of WZCC’s focus of mentoring, networking, 
upgrading, and awarding entrepreneurial spirit and professionalism.

The Training Programme is from 10.30 am to 3.00 pm, and then the evening 
promises a gala event – panel discussion, keynote address, award ceremony, live 
entertainment, cocktails et al.
The ‘bhonu’ at Taj Blue Diamond will be to die for, too. It always is! 
P.T.: Who is your idol/mentor in business? 
Maharukh: My brother, Khushru Minocherhomji, who is a rather formidable 
business consultant to have on one’s side. He keeps a sharp eye on me and is never 
afraid to tick me off (even though I’m so much older and wiser). But seriously – he 
always keeps me rooted. A basically creative personality like mine needs regular 

me at no cost! So I have to keep reminding myself not to take him for granted!
He’s the one who introduced me to WZCC and pushed me to take on more 

responsibility here. I’m so glad he did. 
P.T.: What advice would you like to give the Readers of Parsi Times? 
Maharukh: Nobody will read this answer – no one likes free advice!
P.T.: Why should more youth be involved in the WZCC Pune Chapter Youth 
Programme? 
Maharukh:
to this Organisation automatically provides them with a higher leverage in the 

professional world. The connections to be made are fantastic 
and the possibilities are endless. Who wouldn’t want that? 
P.T.: Are your children part of the WZCC Programme? 
What initiatives are available for the youngest groups of 
the Community? 
Maharukh: WZCC mainly focuses on people post Std. 

probably charm someone into letting her attend – she’s seen 
me put things together and knows that it’ll be a fun Training 

Programme.
The youngest 
groups in the 
Community have 
other forums – 
they just have to 
grow up and then 
join WZCC.
P.T.: Thank you 
for your time 
and interesting 
thoughts!   
Maharukh: 
Welcome!

World for All, the 
Animal welfare 
NGO has teamed 
up with Parsi 

Times for this 
exclusive column! 
This week, it features 
loving animals that 
need  homes and 

could do with the love and care 
of affectionate Parsi households. 
So whether you live alone and 
are looking for a companion or 
you want to teach your children 
responsible love and caretaking, 
or if you simply love animals, here 
is a a hopeful soul who deserves a 
chance to make you happy! TO ADOPT : Please Call/SMS 9820496099

Fudgie is a rare marbled tabby who is 
as playful as he is affectionate. A true 
lapcat, Fudgie loves playing with his 
brothers and sisters. He is healthy and 
litter trained. 

Leo and Oliver are a handsome pair of 
kittens who love playtime just as much as 
food time! They are inseparable and love 
cuddles. 

Chubba Bubba is 
an Indian furball 
puppy who is 
looking for 
a place to 
call his own. 
He loves 
humans as 
much as 
other pups. 
Please call 
9004257179 
for this 
furball.

by the time the vultures 

get to my carcass, there will be 

at least a few dozen full-fledged 

teachers like me taking the work  

forward. :-) 
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There are 3 types of 
Cholesterol. LDL is the 
Low Density Lipoproteins 
and VLDL is the Very Low 
Density Lipoproteins, which 
clog the arteries. HDL, 
High Density Lipoproteins 
destroy LDL and VLDL. 

Tips and tricks to control your 
cholesterol levels:

The juice of 2 carrots 
can be taken daily adding 
a little haldi powder. 
Cooked, chopped, raw, or 

8 to 10 tulsi leaves along 
with 3 black peppercorns, 
5 almonds, 5 
walnuts, and 
sprouted 
m e t h i 
s e e d s 
will keep 
the heart muscle 
strong and healthy while 
raising the HDL. 
Soya beans/chunks/

are all rich in proteins, 
vitamins, and minerals 
and low in cholesterol. 
Oats, oat bran, wheat 
germ, and 
wheat bran 
have a lot 
of dietary 

h e l p s 
r e d u c e 
excess blood cholesterol 
levels. 
A tablespoon of honey 
added to coconut water 
is excellent for heart 
patients. 
Take 1 big pomegranate 
daily along with its seeds 
or ‘anar dana.’ Take 2 
tablespoons of the seeds 
and boil them i n 
half a 
litre of 
wate r 
for 5 
to 10 
minutes. 
S q u e e z e 
the seeds in the water, 
strain, and drink the 
lukewarm water. 
In a glass of warm water, 
add 2 teaspoons of 
honey and 2 teaspoons 
of cinnamon powder. It 
will keep a check on high 
cholesterol levels.

On Saturday 31st of May, 2014, under the auspices of The Thana Parsi Anjuman, the 
Dae Mah Jashan was performed at the Thana Agiary, which was well attended. 
This was followed by the welcome address by the President Mr Zarsis D. Udhnawala, 
President TPZA, Mr. Rumi Kasad, Trustee TPZA, then introduced the Guest 
Speaker, a renowned, Zarthosti tax lawyer, Mr. Firoze Behramshah Andhyarujina. 

possible solutions. 

followed by a sumptuous dinner catered by Zoroastrian Caterers.

With P.T. Writer Dr. Shernaz B. Avari

onds, 5 
and 

d
i 
s 
eep 
t muscle 

l them i n
a 

s.
e z e

Some more tips
next week!
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At Percy Decorators, Percy Lentin is often 
seen working his way through a stack 

says Percy Lentin, a Parsi who has made his 

He says his secret 
motto is: ‘Patience 
is a necessary key 

Here are excerpts from 

not start a café or a restaurant, 

ideas from my competitors, and my decoration 

He was the one who guided me for managing 

By P.T. Reporter Swati Kalra

t no

Fondly Remembering You

On Your Chamsee - (26/6/2014)

Rohinton Mehta, Bharucha Baug

The formidable culinary husband-wife duo of  Tehmtan and Shernaz 
Dumasia of  K. Caterers and Ripon Club fame cooking up a very meaty 
storm at The Oberoi, Gurgaon. To infuse some quintessential Parsi flavour 
into their impressive 
menu, fine dining 
restaurant Amaranta at 
The Oberoi, Gurgaon, 
invited the renowned 
caterers to whip up some 
classic Parsi dishes. 
Aptly titled ‘A Zoroastrian 
Rhapsody,’ this week-long 
Parsi food fest that lasted 
between the 14th and 22nd of  June 2014 saw the Dumasias churn out Parsi 
favourites such as Akuri-par-Eedu, Tamatar-par-Eedu, Lamb Bheja Cutlet, 
Chicken Farcha, Patra-ni-Machhi, Mutton Dhansak, and to seal the deal – 
the blissfully divine and delectable Lagan-nu-Custard! A trippy treat for the 
taste buds, indeed!

The formidable culinary husband wife duo of Tehmtan and Shernaz
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TEMPO Trucks available 
ON HIRE. We Undertake 
contracts of shifting 
household furniture, etc, 
with skilled labout.

Contact Dutta 
9821319228 / 9820006236

PT CLASSIFIEDS

BIG solution 
for small Business’

CLASSIFIEDS

CLOCK REPAIRS
Repairs of English /German 
Grandfather Clocks, 
Quarter Chimers, Carriage 
Clocks, Pocket / Wrist 
Watches. Contact: Cyrus 
Khambatta: 26042635, 
9820895967, 9820257919.

DEEKAY PACKERS & MOVERS
National, International 
Clearing, Forwarding, 

Vehicles, Pets
14 Years Experience

Kersi
+919892014580, 
+919892922006 Stitched as per your size & 

sample. Also readymade 
available. Delivery charges will 
be extra. On readymade Sadra 
& Lehenga of  same size, Qty. 1 
dozen, 1 Sadra & Lehenga of  
same size free.

SPITAMAAN CREATION
FAIR DEAL - SHOP

at Boyce Agiary Estate - 
Tardeo. 

Embroidered Kurties, 

Sadra, Kusti, Toran.
Khurshid Kurush Bailiff

9819620666

Ear Lobe Repairing 

Gun Pieercing. Tardeo-
Chowpatty: 9869416481,
Ghatkopar: 21025569, 

Malad: 9322280804

BEAUTY/HEALTH - FOR LADIES

Dr. Nilesh Chitalia 
(B.A.M.S.) available for 
Astrological Consultation, 
New Classes on Astrology, 
Neumorolgy, Navgrah 
Shanti etc. 9869416481.
Horoscope by E-mail  
Rs. 500/-

Real Yellow / Blue Sapphire 
- Pearl - Coral - Ruby - 
Emerald - Gomed - Cat’s 
Eye Gems - Ring - Locket.
Nila Gems Exporters - 
9869416481

Pure Gold - Silver - Copper
Shree Yantra - Kuber - 
Baglamukhi - Sani - Mangal 
Yantra...
Zodiac Cards Nila Gems 
9869416481

TRAVEL Comfortably in 
Mahindra Xylo, 3 Row 
A/C on hire at reasonable 
rate for Airport, Navjote, 
Wedding, Outstation. 

Contact Hutoxi 
9819408576/9819648099.

Travel Comfortably in 
Brand New A/c

INNOVA/SKODA RAPID
Reasonable Rates & with 

Excellent Service. 
To Udvada, Navsari, 

Surat, Mahableshwar, 
Shirdi, Goa etc.
Contact Navaaz

9819244454 / 9322279869

Parsi Owned & Driven 
SWIFT D’ZIRE CAR

(A.C. & IN GOOD 
CONDITION)

AVAILALBLE FOR 
OUTSTATION AND WITHIN 

MUMBAI.
PLEASE CONTACT

ROHINTON - 9223395255

DINA ARDESHER & CO.
Most Trusted & 

Reasonable Rates. 
Tiles Fixing, Kitchen 

Platform, Inside-Outside 
Plastering, Carpentry, 
Electrical, Plumbing, 

Aluminium Sliding, Door 
Window, Elegant False 

Ceiling, Furniture Polising, 
Sofa, New Repairing, 
Box Grill & Shutter, 
WATERPROOFING

9833440366, 9323276629, 
022-22621410

8655671234

FLATS FOR SALE 
AT LONAVALA

2 km from Railway Station 
1BHK = 29 Lakhs

2BHK + Terrace=45 Lakhs 
2BHK + Garden=75 Lakhs
POSSESSION IN 1 MONTH

diu“’u V$p„L$u“u kapC, ^prd®L$ 
õ’mp¡ / ‘pZu“p Ly$hp“u kapC 

/ kp¡kpeV$u / dpmuep“u 
‘pZu“u V$p„L$uAp¡ (kpdp“ 

lV$pìep hNf) kapC dpV¡$ k„‘L®$ 
ep¡Nu 9820776583 / 

9167677673.

Wanted PG Accommodation 
for a young, working Parsi 
man  in and around Fort/
Colaba area. Contact 
-09860795539.

Ask any question, get 
accurate answer on Phone. 
Rs. 300 / question. Mistry: 
9769658808.

JOSHUA OIL
PURE HERBS

Hair Treatment Oil +
Aqua Gel Shampoo - 

Promotes regrowth of lost 
hair. Prevents premature 
greying. Stops hair fall.
Oil for Rheumatic Pain, 

Muscular Pain, Lumbago & 
 

Contact 9769021742
More CLASSIFIEDS on Pg. 15

Available 1-4 BHK 

Parel - Hilla Towers, 
Wadala, Dosti Acres, 

Salsette.
Contact: 9920817227
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I am currently pursuing MMS 

year). As a part of the course, 

internship in the specialisation 

Consultancy Company, as I 

I am not enjoying this 

Artist’ as a career option.

Thank you,
Natasha Mistry

To become a voice over 
artist, you need to work on 
your diction, clarity, rhythm, 
modulation, breath control, 
and have a strong command 
over the language. Also, 
observation of people’s 
mannerisms and style of 

talking is also important. There 
are institutes that provide 

workshops in voice-over and 
dubbing to help you work on 
the above pointers.
There is good amount of 

you may start initially with 
voice-over as a freelancing 
job. Build your network 
and then, with few years of 
experience, you may consider 
taking it up as a full-time 
profession. Thus, you should 
continue to pursue your career 

in HR and simultaneously look 
for freelancing opportunities 
in voice-over. 
Many students often complain 

This is not true. You may look 
for good job responsibilities 
in HR domains of recruiting, 
training and development, 
industrial relations, 
organisational development, 
and performance 
management.
Best wishes, 
Farzad

Posture: Posture is the position 
that your body adopts in sitting, 

Good posture: Good posture is the 

the body in order to maintain it.

2. Cantus (lobe of the ear) of the ears 

and equidistant from it on each 
side.

same horizontal plane.
4. Spine should be in midline, not 

maintained i.e.

neck region.

upper back region.

buttocks region.

horizontal plane.
7. Knees should be in a straight 

8. Feet should be facing the front.
9. Normal arches of the foot should 

be maintained.

HEAD

horizontal plane

SHOULDERS

SPINE

the upper back region

the spine due to loss of normal 

KNEES

the knees

FEET

The commonest faulty posture 
adopted by us is a sway back posture.

mentioned abnormalities should be 
attended to as deformity of one joint 
not only places strain on that joint but 
also changes the entire alignment of 
your posture.

muscle groups is the primary 

a bad posture.

cosmetic appeal

Correcting the imbalance is our 
primary aim.
Stretching program:

Proper stretching of the appropriate 
muscle done by the physiotherapist is 

stiffness, mobilisation of joints done 
by your physiotherapist is required.
Strengthening program:

Strengthening of the opposing 

dumbbells, therabands, and other gym 

as possible. Walk as if you’re 
balancing a book on your head.

correct your alignment.

a cross fashion on your back from 
shoulder to opposite hip.

protracted shoulders or increased 
kyphosis (rounded back).

i.e. equal sets.

and head should be straight up. 

your posture.

this posture for a minimum of a 
minute each day.

Your posture is a mirror of your 
character and personality, so have 

one.

Dr. Delna Goghavalla 
Dr. Kashmira Goghavalla

(Physiotherapists)

A MUST READ FOR OLDIES IN BAUGS AND THE CHILDREN WHO LOOK AFTER THEM
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Tushna Mehta: A shopaholic 

www.mathway.comJoining the 
Parsi Times 
pages with 
some fun, 
interesting 
and quirky 
things to do 
online, is 
Yazdi Tantra. 

A Chartered Accountant by 
training, Computer Consultant 
by Profession, Entrepreneur 
Developer by hobby and 

Look up his latest blog www.
ConsumerResources.in for 
some useful resources, and 
on-lyne.blogspot.in for some 

This unique site solves mathematical problems online.  The 
problems could be basic maths, pre-algebra, algebra, geometry, 
trigonometry, calculus, statistics, chemistry and more ! 

Just enter your problem in the box and click on Evaluate, 
and up pops the answer !  Very cool for school and college 
kids and engineering students who need to evaluate complex 
problems in a jiffy. 

The basic module is free, but if you wish to see the actual logic 
and calculation, you have to pay a small fee. Not recommended 
for cheating at school because actually knowing math is very 
important for times when you don’t have internet access to get 
to this site, especially in your examination hall!

Dear Mamaiji, 
You always make me read the 
Gujarati calendar date from the 
front page of the Parsi Times. Today 
is Dae Pa Meher Roj. What does that mean?
Dear Dikri,
Dae Pa Meher is the Angel / Yazata who is the Hamkara 
to the Mighty Yezad, Meher, whose day follows next. 
Connecting with Dae Pa Meher attunes you to the angelic 
energies of both these holy beings. Dae Pa Meher is also 
considered the giver of friendship, love, and light.

With inputs from Parvez J.  Daruwala

Name ... Armeity Patel.
I work at... Oriflame and Herballife-

health care products.
I work as... Distributor. 

That basically means...  To distribute 
these products to people from my 

place. 
My work day begins with...   A prayer..

I love this about my job...It is really nice helping people 
take care of their health.

I wish this would change about my job...  It is a really great 
part-time experience.

I have been working here for ... About two to five years.  
I head to office and head back home at these times... 

Depends.
Some of the things that make up my work day…Showing 
people how beneficial these products can be, marketing 

and selling them.
Someone I think has an interesting job is… Me.

Ingredients:
5 kgs. semi-ripe ‘Rajapuri’ 
mangoes
7½ kgs. castor sugar
4 tablespoons chili powder
4 tablespoons jeera
(roasted and coarsely 
ground)
2 tablespoons salt
Directions:
Grate the mango in a large 

cooking vessel.
Add the castor sugar. Leave 
aside for 1-2 hours.

till it has a transparent 
appearance. Add the 
remaining ingredients. Cook 
for 5-10 minutes. Cool. 
Store in glass jars. Place in 
the fridge for future use.
Keeps for over a year.

P u r v e e n 
Dubash is 

The rains bring relief 
from the heat of the 
summer, but can leave 

you frustrated when your hair 
refuses to behave and stay in 
style. Rains are the weather for 
love! Not love for hair though, 
as your hair tends to get frizzy!
There is nothing better than 
a nice bath when you just 
get in from the pouring rain. 
However, washing your hair 
too often – say more than once 
a day – can exaggerate the 

problems you already face. 
Washing your hair as and 

when it gets dirty will keep 
your hair clean and looking 
good. At the same time, it 
prevents excessive drying of 
hair and keeps frizziness to a 
minimum. Also, do not forget 
to condition your hair after 
every wash; you could use a 
leave-in conditioner which is 
cream based to make dry hair 
more manageable. Probably 
add a tad more than usual to 
keep the hair feeling softer and 
control the frizz on a rainy day!

On rainy and extra humid 
days, it is usually better not to 
force your hair into a style that 
does not feel right. For example, 
do not attempt to curl hair that 

hair that is naturally curly. 
This is because even a small 
amount of moisture absorbed 
by your hair will make it revert 
back to its natural texture, and 
your efforts will be in vain. 
Instead, try and make the most 
of your natural hair texture by 
adopting a style that suits you. 
Rub a generous amount of gel 
through curls for that tousled 

pulling it back into a ponytail 
or braid works best. Although, 
take care when clipping back 
and tying your hair as the hair 
is in a fragile state and can’t 
take stress and will break or 
create split ends easily in this 
season!

Acid rain, dirty rainwater, 
and increased levels of 
humidity have an adverse 
impact on your hair and scalp. 
Try and keep your hair dry for 
as long as possible. The more 
you protect your hair from 
the rain the better the hair will 
last you through the season 
without creating adverse 
effects on the hair!

His gentleness and his warm welcome can melt a million hearts at once!
Mr. Dara Bastawala is a happy-go-lucky, busy man who has been living at the Home for over 

a year now. Initially, Mr. Bastawala had a roomie to keep him company, but since the time he has 
departed from the Home, his full-time pal is his personal helper, Subash Bundel, with whom he 
shares the choicest cheerful moments.

Mr. Bastawala used to work at the Strand Cinema, Colaba, for the most part of his life. His 
experience with cinemas is so profound that he can list you numerable names of English and Hindi 
movies all at once. While chatting with this ‘young-at-heart’ man about living his life alongside 
movies, Mr. Dara got caught up in a friendly argument with a nearby mate as to which theatre 
‘Gone With The Wind’ was screened at. Nevertheless, this cute little debate ended with Mr. Dara 
winning the argument – the theatre was ‘Metro’. 

Mr. Dara’s eyes gleamed when asked which his favourite Parsi dishes were, and he joyfully 
answered ‘Dhansak’ and ‘Curry-Chawal.’ Mr. Dara is still an all-lively 
enthusiast who loves to be occupied and would never desist from signing 
up for a game of Carrom or Rummy! Anybody up for competition?

Name: Dara R. Bastawala
Age: 78 years.

Compiled by P. T. Reporter 
Delaveen Tarapore

nce!

P.T. visits the folks at our Old Age Homes and gives Readers a look at the real men and women behind the facade of advancing age.
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Though the food is the most 
important aspect of the dining 
experience, it should be a 

culmination of everything – good 
food, a comfortable ambience, and 
attentive service. Some restaurants 
get the basics right, most don’t, but 
very few manage to tick all the boxes. 
Le Pain Quotidien (LPQ) is one of 
those rare gems that doesn’t just give 
you food, but an entire experience

Tucked in a corner in Colaba, South 

to Mumbai 3 years ago, and has given 
the culinary scene in Mumbai a much-
needed addition. With its wooden 
interiors, bright lighting, and cozy 
space, this is the perfect place for a 
meal or even to grab a coffee and watch 
the world go by.

LPQ – as it’s popularly called 
– has been a popular choice for 
many; so much so that they now 
have outlets in BKC as well as 
Powai. But for this writer, it’s 

favourite.
The menu consists of old 

favourites and some delectable 
new additions, especially the 

Belgian and French, 
with just a tiny hint of 
Italian with the odd 
pasta or risotto; but 
predominantly sticks 
to their Belgian roots. I 
can’t begin to tell you 
how refreshing it is to 
scan a menu and not go 
through the usual pizza, 
pasta, burger, noodle 
choices which most restaurants like to 
call ‘world cuisine,’ which is basically 
every popular dish from any cuisine.

I have always enjoyed the salads 
at LPQ, particularly their Cobb Salad, 
which is loaded with chicken, bacon, 
blue cheese, egg, and a superb green 
tea dressing. The same salad has been 
tweaked for the vegetarians, adding 
shitake and forest mushrooms, and 
I promise you won’t miss the meat 
as it’s as delicious as its carnivorous 
counterpart.

The traditional watermelon and feta 
salad has been done to death, but the 
salad here has an inclusion of arugula 
leaves, smoked maple mustard, roasted 
walnuts, and gives an old, boring dish 
an incredibly tasty twist. While the 
Cobb Salad is warm and comforting, 
this one is fresh and refreshing. Both 
very different but delicious. It would 
be wise to note the salad portions here 

are generous, so it 

Maybe it’s best to 
share them and 
keep space for 
the rest of your 
meal.

‘Le Pain 
Q u o t i d i e n ’ 
translates to ‘the 
daily bread,’ so of 
course they take their 
bread very seriously. They 
make their own bread in-house, which 
is organic and healthy; and so it’s no 
surprise really that Tartines are their 
signature dish. Tartines are open-
faced sandwiches – and please don’t 
be fooled by the size, they are loaded 

The choice 
is yours 

really, with what kind of sandwich 
you want, but I’d strongly suggest 
the trio of pork tartine which is pulled 
pork, Belgian ham and bacon with a 
hint of sweetness or the minute steak 
with caramalised onion, gherkin, and 
my beloved fried egg. There really 
is something magical about a runny 
egg oozing over a piece of steak, and 
if you’re a meat lover, these two are a 
fab choice. For the herbivorous lot, the 
Mezze Tartine is a good option.

mushroom sauce, jalapeno, and cheese 
gratin is a great choice. What makes 

crusted, a part of it delicate and soft. 
The spice hit from the jalapeno is a 
little chilli oil, the mushroom sauce, 
and the bed of cheese gratin all come 
together and make this a very different 

dish from what is usually served. 

drowned in butter sauce and spinach. 
The pork spare ribs with apple 

brioche is a pork lover’s delight, but 
the dish of the day has got to be the 

14-hour slow cooked tenderloin with 
s p i n a c h 
a n d 
prunes. 

This is the softest piece of 
beef which slices off 
your fork beautifully 
with creamy mash 
and spinach, and I 
would order this again 
in a heartbeat. In fact, 
if it’s too much to eat at 
one go, I’d even pack it, take it 
home, and put it in a sandwich the next 
morning – it is that good. I haven’t eaten 
tenderloin cooked well in ages, so for 
beef lovers like myself, it’s a delight.

The braised lamb shanks with pilaf 

(brown rice) and vegetables in gravy is 
comfort food at its best. It reminds me 
of wholesome meals and very similar 
(obviously not the same) lamb with 
veggies and gravy my Bapaiji used to 

enjoy, and nothing makes 
me happier than when a 
restaurant manages to evoke 
a fond food memory. 

Dessert – if you have place 
for it – is a choice of the usual 
suspects like Ehocolate Éclair 
(which is great) and fruit 
Tarts and Cheesecakes, etc., 
but the two favourites are 
their Carrot Cake and bread 

butter pudding. I can’t walk into a 
restaurant and not sample their Bread 
Butter Pudding, and this one has a 
surprise element with some chocolate 
inside the pudding, and is also served 
with warm chocolate sauce. I skipped 
the sauce, but I imagine most would 
drown that pudding in it.

Apart from great meals, 
the restaurant is known 
for their extraordinary 
croissants and coffee. I’d 

go a step further and 
say it’s the best 

croissant in the 
city (especially 

when just 
made and 
it’s hot!), and 

believe me, 
I’ve sampled a lot. It’s a 

great spot for breakfast. 

before work, or even winding down 
after a long day and enjoying some of 
their signature sangrias.  

LPQ introduces a larger and infinitely more delicious menu, once again proving its mettle 
as one of the finest European dining experiences in Mumbai.

The braised lamb shanks with pilaf 
reminds me of wholesome meals and 
very similar lamb with veggies and gravy 
my Bapaiji use to make. The flavours I 
understand and enjoy and nothing makes 
me happier than when a restaurant manages 
to evoke a fond food memory.
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 LPQ recently doubled the size of its already delicious 
menu, increasing the options for lunches and dinners 
with family and friends. 

If you pop in on a Sunday, don’t be surprised if you 
catch the Parsi Times crew devouring the LPQ Sunday 
Brunch. LPQ has become our favourite and for Rs 

1450/-, an all you can eat buffet including alcohol is 
nothing short of a Sunday Treat!

By P.T. Writer Roxanne Bamboat


